
CONSULTING • COACHING • WORKSHOPS • CUSTOMIZED RETREATS

What We Offer:

GROUP COACHING
“Sometimes you just know it’s time to think 

differently. The magic of new thinking creates new 

beginnings and different outcomes.” D. Readinger

This is the result of Group Coaching and why you 

should begin now!

WORKSHOPS
Schedule a full or half-day workshop for your team 

and take a deep dive to decide, identify, value, and 

execute your success story! 

CONSULTING
Our unique systems create leadership confidence, 

unlock beliefs, align values, and develop strategies 

for accelerated impact. 

CUSTOMIZED RETREATS
Plan a Power Palette for Today’s Corporate Leader 

and begin to Think Differently in a private setting 

that supports creativity, growth, and confidence.

Our First Book

If you want a glimpse into your future 

and a voice in creating a career and 

life you love, look no further. This 

breakthrough book is for, and about, 

YOU. It starts with THINKING 

DIFFERENTLY, and  Dina and 

Sharon share 18 innovative strategies 

to fix broken thinking by authoring 

your life, solving the right problem at 

the right time. They’ll take you on a 

journey that will open doors and 

opportunities. A must-read resource 

for anyone that leads or aspires to do 

so. The first step is yours…open this 

book! What are you thinking? 
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Awareness
Thirty-five-year history in healthcare with expertise with 

post-close M&As, an executive leadership coach for 

global mid to high-level executives who want more. I am 

an author, speaker, and creator of a proven innovative 

thinking process called Diagnostic Thinking.

Mastery
Certified Team Business Coach creating strategies that 

align KPIs, and accountable culture. because change is 

personal. A master facilitator working with HR and 

Senior Leaders to bridge the gaps in programs focusing 

on bringing social change within their organization.

Commitment
I want to create confident leaders who want to think 

differently and desire to create a life they love. I coach 

leaders on creating psychologically safe spaces to 

innovate and be a part of the "social" change that many 

private and public companies need today. Outdated  

leadership practices are no longer effective. To be 

different, you must "think" differently.

Awareness 
A global thought leader in leadership effectiveness 

and healthcare, I bring three decades of senior 

experience as a key decision-maker, board member, 

consultant, and content creator. I deliver innovative 

approaches to Managing through Change. 

Mastery 
As a Certified Business Acceleration Coach, I have 

coached individuals and companies, identifying the 

attitudes, skills, and behaviors that send the right 

signals and influence others. My work has taken me 

across the country and around the globe, resulting in 

inclusive cultures of collaboration within the public, 

private, and government sectors.

Commitment 
I am on a mission to expand minds and forge new 

pathways ahead. My goal is to take you on a journey 

from transactional to transformational thinking, 

creating breakthroughs that ensure success. 
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Dina Readinger 
MBA, CEO 

Sharon M. Weinstein                                     
CEO, MS, RN, DAIS, CSP®, FAAN
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Dina:     1.314.550.2477
Sharon: 1.240.204.2435
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